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The use of this EPDM accelerator blend
offers an elegant solution to your problem.

An accelerator blend from D.O.G Deutsche
Oelfabrik that allows formulation of non-
blooming, non-scorchy EPDM compounds,
which vulcanise rapidly to a high state of cure.

I.R. Tubes Pvt. Ltd. Pune, Maharashtra.

www.irtubes.com
Contact: 9689927193, 9850630074
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EPDM Rubber

Low Mooney S501A, S503
Medium Mooney S512F
Low Mooney/Low ENB S537-2, S537-3
High Mooney S5890F, S553, S552

S590F (130 Mooney)
Oil Extended S6090WF (50 PHR)

S6075WF (75 PHR)
S600WF (100 PHR)

High ENB S505A, S5206F

The si tuat ion surrounding
COVID-19 is rapidly deteriorating
and the already distressed
automotive sector is reeling
under sustained disruptions in
supply chain and consumer confidence
due to large-scale industry adjustment
and transition to BS-VI.

According to Wilfried G Aulbur, Senior
Partner, Roland Berger LLC on the
impact of COVID-19 on global automotive
industry, there is a possibility of partial
production shut down in Q1 & Q2,
followed by slow ramp-up in factory
production resumption and eventual
market stabilisation. Recovery from
pent-up demand and production
stabilisation can lead to a surge in
demand in 2021-22.

Talking about the Indian scenario,
Wilfried Aulbur underlined that the 2019-
20 was already a tough year for the
Indian economy as the collapse in
shadow banking lending and NPAs in
banks and NBFCs had put the Indian
financial sector in the doldrums. Weak
domestic demand coupled with volatile

fuel prices and weak economic
sentiment further led to a
contraction in the automotive
sector. There was a historical level
of contraction in 2019-20 with

overall automotive sales plunging 18%
y-o-y from 2018-19.

Second half of 2019-20 was showing
signs of recovery as monthly sales
picked up, while COVID-19 pushed
March sales to worst ever performance.
Auto sales in March witnessed a
massive decline of 50% y-o-y on COVID-
19 concerns and a complete production
shutdown since 21st March. This decline
was triggered by many other major
factors like weak consumer sentiments,
volatile rural demand, credit shortage
from NBFC crisis and hike in insurance
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Plan for production cut
to reduce stockpiling
Demand for tyres vanishing during the
two weeks of lockdown, the inventory
with tyre manufacturers has risen to one
month of production, the highest ever,
and has left the manufacturers working
on strategies to reduce stockpiling with
production cuts.

The lifting of tyre stock from factories
and transporting the same to auto
manufacturers came to a grinding halt after
the government announced a 21 day
nationwide lockdown, which is extended
till 3rd May. Since the lockdown, tyre
production has continued, albeit at a
minimum capacity of 20-25%, with no
offtake. As a result, the entire quantity of
tyres is stockpiled at factory premises. In
fact, tyre manufacturers are facing
difficulties in storage space now.

The slump in tyre demand has nullified
the benefit of a sharp decline in natural
rubber prices. Rubber prices in domestic
market are following the global move. Also,
a decline in crude oil prices has weakened
prices of synthetic rubber and natural
rubber. But, weak demand would continue
to keep its prices under pressure.        

cost, revised axle norms and BSVI
implementation leading to the
postponement of purchases to 2020-21.

According to Aulbur, highly integrated
global supply chains make the
automotive industry vulnerable to supply
shocks as today’s supply chains are
more complex than in the past with
higher dependency on Chinese supplies.
Disturbances in supply chains and
production combined with turbulent and
distressed financial markets will lead to
extremely weak sales throughout 2020.
There is no possibility of a ramp-up in
2020 due to continuous impact of

COVID-19 on global supply chains and
demand.

Global trade may stabilise earlier,
macroeconomic impact of recession may
be felt on the supply and demand for a
prolonged time period. Severity and
duration of the COVID-19 crisis remain
uncertain, many distressed companies
will cut investments, halting projects and
draining talent due to the impact of
Coronavirus.                                 

Work may start for incurring expenditure without planning anticipated revenue

On 14th April 2020
- At 18:20 PM CST

WTI CrWTI CrWTI CrWTI CrWTI Crude Oilude Oilude Oilude Oilude Oil

US$20.87

15 Mar                                                14 Apr

Prices
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Trade Date: 13th April 2020
(Prices in `. / kg)India

Month Open High Low Close
April 2020 11700 117.00 117.00 117.00
May 2020 113.30 113.50 .112.30 112.91
June 2020 114.03 114.03 113.15 113.61
July 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 116.97
August 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 118.13
September 2020 0.00 0.00 0.00 119.33

Click: www.rubber4u.com

at your finger Tip
Any Where,
Any Time.

bringing you
worldwide

Rubber Industry News

Read by 112382 viewers
For more details contact:

Call: +91 - 9146095585
promotyourself@gmail.com

100% FREE Subscription

Kerala government has provided
lockdown exemption for rubber
plantations involved in latex processing
and production of rubber and surgical
gloves. A decision was taken based on
the request to allow the factories involved
in latex processing and production of
rubber/surgical gloves as they produce
essential commodities required in
tackling the spread of Covid-19. These
factories can transport latex barrels to
and from the plantations to factories so
that the supply is assured.

They are also allowed to bring in required

numbers of such barrels along with
ammonia and other preservatives
needed for such transportation of field
latex to factories. Permission is also
granted to the rubber plantations with
maximum 25% of staff strength during
the lockdown period.

According to KN Raghavan, executive
director of Rubber Board, the nod to
operate glove-making units would lead
to a gradual resumption of tapping and
processing of rubber sheets, especially
among small and marginal growers. The
latex so tapped by such growers is

collected by rubber producers’ societies
and then transported to latex processing
units for centrifuging, and from there to
glove-making units. Gradual opening of
the sector is proposed so that financial
distress felt by small and marginal
growers is mitigated while ensuring the
production of gloves which are required
for combating the pandemic. Similarly,
activities involving rain-guarding have
been allowed to be carried out so that
tapping can continue without hindrance
during the monsoon months as well. 

Natural Rubber ScenarioNatural Rubber ScenarioNatural Rubber ScenarioNatural Rubber ScenarioNatural Rubber Scenario
2018-19 2019-20

(till end Feb)

Production 6,51,000 6,80,000
Consumption 12,11,940 10,58,120
Import 5,82,351 4,33,466
Export 4,551 11,523
(Source: Rubber Board)
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The lockdown may lead to a scarcity of
rubber in the post-Covid days. The
shortage of natural rubber is going to have
a direct impact on the rubber industry,
as it is a main component in the
production of rubber products.

Natural rubber sector has lost an
opportunity of a good crop harvesting in
the lockdown period when the State
received good summer showers. The
restrictions have led to a situation of an
impending rubber shortage in the market.
The closing down of Group Processing
Centres and Latex Collection Centres has
forced farmers to discontinue tapping, that
too at a time when the yield was good.
The lockdown has also resulted in the
delay of the removal of senile plants,

forcing growers to postpone their
replanting programme. The absence of
rubber trading has affected cash flow and
revenue, especially from the sale of sheets
and latex that came to a standstill. The
shutdown has severely affected the
livelihoods of people, as more than 8 lakh
plus workers are directly and indirectly
dependent on allied activities.           

Lockdown effect on plantationLockdown effect on plantation
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Rubber contracts on the Indian
Commodity Exchange ended lower due
to tepid demand for the commodity. The
most-active April contract of rubber
ended at ̀ .117 per kg. However, a rise
in benchmark rubber contracts on the
Tokyo Commodity Exchange prevented
a sharp fall on the domestic bourse.
Tepid demand from stockists and tyre
makers, weighed on rubber contracts
on ICEX.

Market sentiment remains bearish as
trade in key markets of Kerala has been
hit due to the lockdown. The country will
remain under lockdown to contain the

spread of coronavirus. Meanwhile, the
current spell of summer rains in different
parts of Kerala is expected to augur well
for production. It could help in resuming
tapping after the lockdown.

Global natural rubber consumption is
likely to fall due to shutdown of most
industrial activities across the world.
Global consumption of natural rubber is
estimated to have fallen 19.6% on year
in Janauary-March, the Association of
Natural Rubber Producing Countries said
in a release.

Demand crunch and high inventory are
keeping Indian rubber prices depressed
despite a slight recovery in the global
market. The spot market has been
closed for nearly two weeks. Currently,
the most-active September contract of
rubber on TOCOM closed at ¥151.4 per
kg, tracking key contracts on the
Shanghai Futures Exchange. The price
of the RSS-3 variety in Thailand closed
at `.103.50 per kg, while Malaysian
SMR-20 variety closed at ̀ .87.05 per kg.
The overall sentiment remained bearish
as lockdowns in various countries
following the coronavirus pandemic have
raised worries about demand.

Rubber prices were expected to slip
below `.100 per kg in India earlier this
month after global body ANRPC forecast
sluggish demand in the coming quarters
as more and more economies go into
extended lockdown to curtail the Covid-
19 outbreak.

The Indian Rubber Dealers Federation
(IRDF) has written to Rubber Board to
request the Centre to ban import of tyre,
rubber and other related products till the
present crisis is over.

There should be around 2.5 lakh
tonnes of rubber with various
stakeholders in the country and the
demand has dried up. This is the only
way that the growers, traders and
workers in the rubber industry can
survive. The expected 13 lakh tonnes
of consumption this year is not going
to happen, said Tomy Kurishumoottil,
president of IRDF.

But most tyre companies are flush with
stock and procurement by them from the
domestic market could be delayed.
Industry continues to maintain a
cautious view on prices as global demand
is unlikely to recover quickly.             

Small businesses face
existential threat
Manufacturers have been hit by the double
whammy of both demand and workforce vanishing
overnight, prospects remain bleak for the services
sector too as consumers cut down on discretionary
spending. More than a quarter of India’s 63 million
micro, small, medium firms may have to shutter
before summer’s end. Survivability of smaller firms
is also threatened by challenges of working capital
shortage and lack of manpower.

Jagdeep Rangar, managing director and founder
of auto parts maker Stork Rubber Products, has
his hopes pinned on the end of the nationwide
lockdown on 14th April. An extension would put
his company in serious jeopardy, he said.

Rangar has already mentally written off April
completely with almost half of the month lost to the
lockdown. He is now looking at demand resuming
in May but only at a quarter of the monthly average
as the best-case scenario.

Supply chain and production disruptions have
impacted business in the current season.
Survivability of smaller businesses is threatened
further by the dual challenges of working capital
shortage and lack of manpower. It remains to
be seen whether a large portion of the
workforce that has already left for native places
in the wake of the lockdown, comes back when
the situation becomes somewhat normal.    

RRRRRubububububber slumps on wber slumps on wber slumps on wber slumps on wber slumps on weak demandeak demandeak demandeak demandeak demandRRRRRubububububber slumps on wber slumps on wber slumps on wber slumps on wber slumps on weak demandeak demandeak demandeak demandeak demand
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Covid-19 may be
dangerous for
Indian economy
The rupee has held up well in a hostile
global market where many emerging
market currencies have fallen victim to
the covid-19 outbreak. Indian currency
hit yet another lifetime low of 76.50 per
dollar on 9th April 2020.

Crude oil price collapse is a potent
factor supporting the rupee and on other
hand Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has a
huge pile of foreign exchange reserves
to stave off pressure. The pressure on
the exchange rate has meant that the
central bank has been selling dollars
incessantly and reserves may be down
3% in just two months. However, at
$475.56 billion as of 31st March, they
are still more than enough to ward off
external sector pressures.

The collapse of global crude oil prices
has been a boon for India as its import
bi l l  is set to reduce. A pleasant
outcome of a bothersome slowdown is
i ts effect on non-oi l  imports.
Considering all this, economists
expect the current account deficit to
be small for the current fiscal year.

The icing on the cake has been the
recent measures by RBI to allow greater
freedom to hedge exchange rate risks.
The local bond market has been opened
up and rules governing derivatives have
been simplified to allow more hedging
options for companies and even non-
resident Indians. The central bank has
also allowed Indian banks to trade in the
offshore non-deliverable forwards market.
However, all these positives are not
prompting analysts to predict a
strengthening of the rupee yet. That is
because the virus outbreak is far from
being contained in India and the
economic impact is still unclear.        

The automobile sector is expected to
report a sharp decline in its upcoming
fourth quarter results, with revenues
and net profits falling 23-46% y-o-y.
The decline will be due to the planned
BS-IV inventory correction undertaken
by the or iginal equipment
manufacturers (OEMs), lockdown in
March owing to the pandemic and
sharp fall in export volumes.

Auto ancillary companies are also likely
to report significant contraction in
tandem with the slowdown in demand
from the OEMs.

Although the recent fall in the prices of
commodities is a positive for margins,
negative operating leverage and the cost
hike due to supply disruption will wash
out all the benefits.                        

Online Readers have Increased, keep your products Alive

Sharp decline expected in fourth quarter resultsSharp decline expected in fourth quarter results
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Company Name
20 MICRONS
AKZOINDIA
APCOTEX INDS.
APOLLO TYRES
AVT NATURAL
BALKRISHNA INDS.
BASF INDIA
BATA INDIA
CEAT LTD.
EASTERN TREADS
ELGI EQUIPEMENTS
GOODYEAR (I)
GOVIND RUBBER
GRP LTD.
GULF PETRO
HARRISON MALAYAL
HIMADRI CHEMICAL
INDAG RUBBER
JK TYRE INDS.
KESORAM INDS.
KHADIM INDIA
M.M. RUBBER
MAHA POLYBUT
MAHALAXMI RUBTECH
MODI RUBBER
MRF LTD.
NOCIL LTD.
ORIENTAL CARBON
PHILIP CARBON
PIX TRANSMISSION
PTL LTD.
RELAXO FOOTWARE
RELIANCE INDS.
RISHIROOP RUBBER
RUBFILA INTERNAT.
SOMI CONVEYOR
TINNA INDUSTRY
TTK HEALTHCARE
TVS SRICHAKR
VAMSHI RUBBER LTD.
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Indian CEOs agree on job cutsIndian CEOs agree on job cutsIndian CEOs agree on job cutsIndian CEOs agree on job cutsIndian CEOs agree on job cuts
Indian CEOs have agreed that job cuts is now inevitable due to the
coronavirus outbreak in India and globally. Meanwhile 13 crore non-
agriculture jobs are at risk, once coronavirus outbreak ends, and normalcy
restores. According to recently conducted survey by Confederation of
Indian Industry (CII), more than 50% of Indian CEOs agree on job cuts.
While 47% of the CEOs surveyed predicted that 15% or less job cuts will
happen across sectors, 32% of the CEOs said that the job cuts can be in
the range of 15-30% in India. While 10% reduction in revenues is
expected, 5% loss in profits have been predicted by the survey.

Chandrajit Banerjee, director general of CII, said that government could
announce a fiscal stimulus package for the industry and implement it on
a fast-track mode, given that the sudden imposition of the lockdown has
significantly impacted industry operations and the uncertainty of a
recovery threatens substantial loss of livelihoods going forward.

As per Adecco Group India, 8-9 crore jobs can be lost in sectors such as
manutacturing of textiles, capital goods, cement, food products, metals,
plastics, rubber and electronics. Auto sector was already reeling under
slowdown, and now, the prospects of its revival looks bleak.

The survey was conducted by asking questions related to job loss and
business challenges to 200 CEOs in India.                                       
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Currency INR/1Unit INR/1Unit

Chinese (Yuan) 10.52 10.73
Europe (Euro) 82.21 82.70
Indonesian (Rupiah) 0.0045 0.0048
Japanese (Yen) 0.69 0.70
Malaysian (Ringgit) 17.31 17.50
Singapore (Dollar) 52.48 53.47
Sri Lanka (Rupee) 0.38 0.39
Taiwan (Dollar) 2.46 2.51
Thailand (Baht) 2.28 2.31
US (Dollar) 74.74 75.71
Vietnam (Dong) 0.0031 0.0032

On 1st Apr On 14th Apr

CURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RATETETETETECURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCURRENCY EXCHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RACHANGE RATETETETETE

Visit: www.rubber4u.com /Statistic/Notices/Currency Conversion
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The pandemic seems to have a toll
on rubber, the global demand for
natural rubber is anticipated to be
down 8.2% during April 2020
compared with the same month a
year ago, warns Association of
Natural Rubber Producing
Countries (ANRPC).

The figure was arrived at without taking
into account the downward revision
expected in India, Thailand, Malaysia,
Indonesia and Vietnam, which are facing
emergencies and lockdowns. The
consumption forecasts in these
countries are also likely to be revised
down in view of the measures such as
movement control, emergency and total
lockdown enforced by the respective
governments, said the ANRPC report.

According to the inter-governmental

agency, the rubber goods manufacturing
industry of China, especially the auto-
tyre manufacturing sector, may take
longer time to run on normal capacity,
which might result in a negative bearing

on the demand for natural rubber
from China during April.

Natural rubber prices, which were
staying low for several years, had
already tumbled during March
2020, ANRPC noted in its report.
A further slump in prices since the

last week of February has compelled a
greater number of farmers to abstain
from the maintenance of holdings and
harvesting of trees. The movement
control measures initiated by some of
the major rubber producing countries
have also disrupted the harvesting,
processing and transportation of natural
rubber. One can expect further decline
in rubber futures, if crude oil prices start
falling as predicted.

The period since the beginning of March
has seen almost the whole world coming
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to a standstill as the COVID-19 virus
assumed a global pandemic with no
certain end in sight. While the epidemic
started receding in China by mid-March,
it spread to several other countries,
including major natural rubber
consuming countries and regions. The
second half of March has seen several
countries declaring an emergency and
enforcing movement control and total
closed-down in the efforts to reduce the
epidemic spread. The situation has led
to the closure of manufacturing plants
by auto-tyre companies across
countries and regions, said R. B.
Premadasa, secretary general of ANRPC
in the report.

Although manufacturing activity in
China is returning to normal, the

country ’s  export -dependent
manufacturing sector is likely to be
constra ined by poor overseas
demand, as at least 190 countries are
reeling under the pandemic. The
industry in China also faces low
domest ic  demand as the cash-
strapped locals are expected to
reduce spending, as well as supply-
chain disruptions outside the country.
As a result, China’s rubber goods
manufacturing industry, especially the
auto-tyre manufacturing sector, may
take a long time to run on normal
capacity. This can have a negative
bearing on the demand for natural
rubber from China, said the report.

The crude oil market is anticipated to
stay low during the second quarter of

2020. The ANRPC report said Brent
crude is anticipated to average at $37/
barrel. The forecasts made by various
agencies also indicate that crude oil
prices will be even lower. Due to the high
weight enjoyed by crude oil in the basket
of various commodity indices, the low
crude oil prices are expected to keep
commodity indices low. Natural rubber
usually tracks the general trends across
all commodities.

The virus has brought the world economy
to a near stop and the increasing worries
over economic distress are expected to
dominate sentiments in the natural
rubber market. Economists by and large
also expect a global recession, with
growth likely to contract in the first two
quarters of 2020, the report said.      

The evidence is mounting that March marked the
start of a deep global recession. The breadth of
the collapse is beginning to appear in the initial
trickle of economic data across the world, revealing
a cratering of trade, reined-in business investment,
cowering consumers and surging unemployment
that’s sparing few industries. The already receding
global economy is losing steam faster than in the
early days of the financial crisis.

The hit to demand is visible on the world’s oceans,
where a measure of U.S. export volumes in the
first two full weeks of March showed shipments

abroad at less than half the year-earlier level.
The damage is acute for auto sector. The number
of anchored ships used to transport vehicles has
jumped to 19% of the fleet, up from 11% a year
ago. In Germany, new-car registrations in March
plunged 38% from a year earlier, in U.K. tanked
44% and vehicle sales in South Africa slid 30%.

Roberto Azevedo, the director general of the World
Trade Organization, said in an interview that in
some respects the picture today looks bleaker
than after the 2008-2009 crisis. Azevedo’s outlook
echoes projections from the International Monetary

Fund and the World Bank, which are both expecting
a major downturn this year, as well as the increasingly
gloomy projections of private economists.

The data for March shows the global economy
contracting at an annualized rate of 0.5%,
compared with 0.1% in February. With
investment set to slide and more people out of
work, global GDP rates could dip lower
depending on how long governments maintain
their lockdowns, many of which are expected to
last into May or June. Signs aren’t yet pointing to
a quick end and recovery.                          

Heading towards global recessionHeading towards global recessionHeading towards global recessionHeading towards global recessionHeading towards global recessionHeading towards global recessionHeading towards global recessionHeading towards global recessionHeading towards global recessionHeading towards global recession
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CRTA successfully
conducts rubber
auction
Colombo Rubber Traders’ Association
(CRTA) with the approval of the
Government and the Ministry of Health
and Indigenous Medial Services
commenced its weekly rubber auctions
beginning with one auction per week at
the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce on
9th April 2020 at 2.00 pm. The last
auction took place on 13th March 2020
and the next auction scheduled for 17th
March 2020 did not take place due to
the Government imposed curfew.

Approval to conduct the weekly rubber
auctions were granted subsequent to a
discussion the industry representatives
had with Presidential Taskforce
chairman Hon. Basil Rajapaksa with a
view to revive the industry, and support
all stakeholders amidst the prevailing
situation in the face of COVID-19
pandemic.

The brokers, traders and buyers of
rubber were requested by the CRTA, to
strictly adhere to the guidelines on
COVID-19 preparedness for workplace
(rubber auction) specified by Ministry of
Health and Indigenous Medial Services
during grading of rubber samples and the
auction process.                             

The Agriculture Ministry has come up
with some strategies to boost
Indonesia’s exports of plantation
commodities amid the COVID-19
pandemic and sought an alternative
market for the exports.

Agriculture Ministry’s director general
of Plantation, Kasdi Subagyono stated
that the ministry had studied
alternative markets as a precautionary
measure against the declining demand

from China in 2020. Exports to China
are expected to plunge as the country
has restricted the transportation of
goods to halt the further spread of
coronavirus. We are not only focusing
on hiking production but also seeking
an alternative market for exports. The
ministry had lobbied some new partner
countries for the direct export of
commodities that were earlier exported
through China.

The ministry will improve product quality,
brand image, and product continuity. It
will also enhance trade cooperation to
open market access, with support of
Indonesia’s representatives overseas,
expedite existing cooperation, and forge
new agreements.

Subagyono admitted to having prepared
targets of increasing rubber exports to
alternative markets in 2020.             
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Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries and its allies were
initially set to meet on 6th April, but that
had been pushed to 9th April, after they
blamed each other for the collapse of
talks in March 2020. The OPEC+,
however, failed to reach a production-
curtailing strategy as Saudi Arabia and
Russia, the cartel ’s two biggest
producers, held different views. Mexico
has opposed the 10 million bpd
output cuts agreed by other
members of the OPEC+ bloc.

Global oil demand is being destroyed as
the coronavirus forces people around the
world to remain indoors and avoid all
unnecessary travel. Demand for crude
could fall by 27 million barrels a day this
month, according to Rystad Energy AS,
while Trafigura Group estimates the
current hit to consumption is around 35
million barrels a day. US oil demand has
now fallen to 14.4 million barrels a day,
the lowest in data going back to 1990
and a drop of more than 30% from pre-
crisis levels, government figures showed.
Crude demand in the world’s third-
biggest consumer has collapsed by as
much as 70% as India endures the

planet’s largest national lockdown. As
China’s economy halted and the
coronavirus continued to spread, oil
demand plummeted. This led to a
disagreement between the OPEC+
members of Saudi Arabia and Russia,
which resulted in a broken alliance and
then an all-out oil price war. China
Stopped Its Economy to Tackle
Coronavirus. Now the World Suffers. If
the coronavirus plunges the world into
recession, China will be the biggest
reason. The entire global economy has
taken a huge hit from the spread of the
coronavirus, but so far none have been
hit as hard as China, where the COVID-
19 pandemic originated.

Major oil producers finally managed to
seal a historic agreement to cut output
by more than 10 million barrels a day,
despite repeated, eleventh-hour
brinkmanship from Mexico that
threatened to scupper the whole accord
for two days straight. But the biggest
agreement of its kind in OPEC’s history
wil l  ult imately have a hard t ime
stopping the rout in oil markets caused
by the economic devastation of the
coronavirus pandemic. Russia and

Saudi Arabia, two of the world’s biggest
oil producers, would make some of the
biggest cuts—about 2.5 million barrels
a day each, at least on paper, while
other oi l  producers would make
proportional cuts of their own. The 10
million-barrel cut would start in May and
last for two months, after which the
group would keep cuts of 8 million
barrels a day for the rest of the year,
and then cuts of 6 million barrels a day
for all of 2021 and into 2022.

Whatever happens in the next 6-18
months in the energy industry, the
landscape will have changed drastically.
Consolidation and survival of the fittest
is the main rule right now, even if market
participants don’t want to talk about it.
A major shake-out is going to happen,
assets and shares will end up with the
cash-rich. And there are few entities out
there more cash-rich than the NOCs.
Many analysts have suggested that this
crisis will support and accelerate the
energy transition, but maybe it will
instead be a transition of ownership from
private to national, leaving the future of
hydrocarbons in the hands of a few very
wealthy entities.                            
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Synthetic rubber market remained in the
doldrums as players grapple with falling
feedstock butadiene (BD) costs and a collapse
in demand amid heavy production cuts at
downstream tyre and car sectors globally.

The demand for synthetic rubber such as
styrene butadiene rubber (SBR), polybutadiene
rubber (PBR) and acrylonitrile butadiene

rubber (NBR) has been crippled by lockdowns,
border closures, port and transport restrictions,
and travel bans in the region as well as in
Europe and the US to contain the novel
coronavirus pandemic.

There is no offer for now and discussion for
April shipments will be later due to the impact
of the lockdowns on demand. Business has

stalled due to the lockdowns. Shipments have
been cancelled, delayed or are stuck at ports
and goods are piling up in warehouses as
there is no demand.

Major tyre and car manufacturers have
either sharply reduced their operating rates
or shuttered their  respect ive faci l i t ies
worldwide.                                                   

Synthetic rubber market in doldrums as demand collapseSynthetic rubber market in doldrums as demand collapse
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Cooper Tire continues
temporary plant closures
As coronavirus has continued to spread across
the globe, Cooper Tire & Rubber Company has
put in place measures to protect employees and
meet the needs of all stakeholders. Cooper Tire
& Rubber Company announced that its tyre
manufacturing plants in the United States and
Mexico will remain closed for at least another
two weeks to protect the health and safety of
employees and to respond to market demand
that has been impacted by coronavirus. The
company will continue to closely monitor the
situation and adjust timing as necessary.

The temporary plant closures were announced
March 21, and include facilities in Findlay, Ohio;
Clarksdale and Tupelo, Mississippi; Texarkana,
Arkansas and El Salto, Mexico. Cooper plants
in Europe continue to be temporarily closed. Its
plants in China reopened several weeks ago
and have continued to ramp up production and
remain in operation.                                   

Malaysia is one of the world’s leading
producers of gloves and relies on latex
supplies from Thailand. However, imports
were suspended after Malaysia imposed
its Movement Control Order (MCO)
across the country until 14th April as part
of its efforts to combat Covid-19. Despite
the ongoing MCO, Malaysian authorities
have instructed that the Padang Besar-
Songkhla border be reopened to facilitate
the import of latex for the manufacturing
of rubber gloves.

The Sadao checkpoint was opened in
reaction to the rising demand for rubber

Cabot completes
acquisition of SUSN
Global specialty chemicals and performance
materials company, Cabot Corporat ion
announced  tha t  i t  has  comp le ted  i t s
p rev ious l y  announced  acqu is i t i on  o f
Shenzhen Sanshun Nano New Materials
Co., Ltd (SUSN) for approximately $115
million. The business will be integrated into
Cabot’s Performance Chemicals Segment.

SUSN i s  a  l ead ing  ca rbon  nano tube
(CNT) producer in China. The acquisition
signif icantly strengthens Cabot’s market
position and formulation capabilities in the
high-growth batteries market, particularly
in China, which is the largest and fastest
growing electr ic  vehic le market  in the
w o r l d .  W i t h  t h i s  a c q u i s i t i o n ,  C a b o t
b e c o m e s  t h e  o n l y  c a r b o n  a d d i t i v e
s u p p l i e r  w i t h  c o m m e r c i a l l y  p r o v e n
carbon black, CNT, carbon nanostructure
and dispers ion capabi l i t ies.                  

GRI continues toGRI continues toGRI continues toGRI continues toGRI continues to
serve customersserve customersserve customersserve customersserve customers
The Sri Lanka based GRI is known in
the specialty tyre manufacturing industry
is continuing limited operations in its
factory with maximum health and safety
precautions.

The Sri Lanka government has granted
special permission to export companies
even under lockdown conditions and
declared the island’s natural rubber
industry as essential for the country.

We developed a COVID-19 operating
procedure well above that required by the
World Health Organization (WHO) and
our government, conducted prompt
training and instilled a strong sense of
responsibility with each employee, said
Dr. Mahesha Ranasoma, CEO of GRI. 

gloves amid the Covid-19 pandemic. The
exports of concentrated latex to
Malaysia stood at about 50,000 tonnes
per month, accounting for 55% of the
total.

According to Rubber Authority of
Thailand’s (RAOT) acting governor
Kajohnjak Nuanphromsakul, the
authority is working with the rubber and
logistics sectors to find ways to continue
exporting rubber to Malaysia. The
agency is also looking for new markets
to help cushion the impacts of Covid-19
on rubber farmers and operators.

The Thai official was also quoted as
explaining how Malaysian authorities
had requested for them to assign 19
personnel to supervise the cargo
shipment, stressing that all involved
must adhere to the public health
guidelines and regulations.

Thailand manufacturers are also
increasing production due to high
demand, which looks likely to surge
further following the Covid-19 outbreak.
In the US, people use 75 pairs of gloves
per year while in China the average use
is five pairs per person.                     
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In the face of the Coronavirus pandemic,
the government has taken a far-sighted
decision and not imposed any
restrictions on the export crops
cultivation such as tea, rubber and
coconut, which help boost the country’s
economy. The measures have been taken
to ensure all operations related to these
crops from the plantation stage to
transport, export and auction processes
will continue without any hindrance even
during the curfew, said Sri Lankan
Plantations Minister Dr. Ramesh
Pathirana, while addressing a media.

Rubber industry associations in a
number of European Union states have
set up a COVID-19 crisis unit under the
aegis of the European Tyre & Rubber
Manufacturers’ Association (ETRMA).
The initiative, which involves SNCP
(France), WDK (Germany), Consorcio
del Caucho (Spain), Assogomma (Italy)
and other industrial federations, is
focused on information sharing and
interfacing with the European
Commission.

Covid-19Covid-19Covid-19Covid-19Covid-19
pandemic maypandemic maypandemic maypandemic maypandemic may
spark condomspark condomspark condomspark condomspark condom
shortageshortageshortageshortageshortage
A global condom shortage is looming as
the coronavirus pandemic shutters
factories and disrupts supply chains,
with the United Nations warning of
‘devastating’ consequences. More than
half of humanity has been confined to
their homes as the highly contagious
virus marches round the planet, while
governments worldwide have ordered the
closure of businesses deemed non-
essential.

The UN is also sounding the alarm, with
its sexual and reproductive health
agency warning it can currently only get
about 50%-60% of its usual condom
supplies due to virus-related disruptions.

A shortage of condoms, or any
contraceptive, could lead to an increase
in unintended pregnancies, with
potentially devastating health and social
consequences for adolescent girls,
women and their partners and families,
said a UN Population Fund
spokesperson.

Even as factory shutdowns and border
closures throw the condom industry
into chaos, demand appears to be
increasing. Despite the warnings
about a potential shortage, there are
positive signs from condom makers
in China. Major producers there have
resumed operations as authorities
eased tough restrictions.             

The minister noted that this decision
was taken in order to ensure that
those engaged in these export
industries over a long period of time
weathering numerous challenges
a re  no t  f aced  w i t h  economic
difficulties.

However, Minister Pathirana also noted
that while those engaged in the
plantation industry are allowed to carry
on their operations, they should adhere
to the guidelines set by the Health
Ministry and the Police.                    

Activities include weekly teleconference
sessions to share the latest updates and
coordinate measures to restart
production, said Christian Caleca,
director general of Centre Francais du
Caoutchouc et des Polymeres.

In a statement, ETRMA said it was working
closely with its member associations and
companies across the EU to manage the
impact of this crisis on the European tyre
and rubber sector.                         
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COVID-19 crisis unit under ETRMACOVID-19 crisis unit under ETRMA

On Tuesday, International benchmark
Brent Crude fell more than 7%, to $29.39
per barrel at intraday lows. WTI closed
down 7.1%, while Brent ended the day
5.1% lower. US West Texas Intermediate
slid as much as 11%, to $19.96 per barrel,
declining for the third day in a row.  
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The economic activities in China
resumed at the beginning of April and it
is monitoring the situation to guard
against a re-emergence of the
pandemic. This is a good signal for Thai
listed companies in the manufacturing
sector that do business with China if the
buying power and supply chain in China
return to normal. At least 45 Thai listed
companies in the manufacturing sector
would benefit from economic activities
resuming in China as the Covid-19
outbreak has been contained.

Thailand exports to China were worth US$29
billion, accounting for 12% of Thailand

exports worldwide. While Thailand’s imports
from China were worth US$50 billion,
accounting for 21% of total imports.

The products with the highest export
value are plastic beads and chemicals,
rubber and rubber products, and
electronic products, which made up 40%
of the export value to China. The
products with the highest import value

were machinery, home appliances and
chemicals, which accounted for 40% of
the import value from China.

Recovery in the supply chain in China
would be a positive sentiment for listed
companies in the production sector,
while the service sector would benefit
after the Covid-19 outbreak in countries
worldwide is under control.              

ZC Rubber back to

full production

Hangzhou based Zhongce Rubber Group Co.
Ltd. (ZC Rubber) said its tyre plants in China
and Thailand are back to operating at full
capacity, which should allow it to meet its sales
target of roughly $4.3 billion for 2020.

The company said it intends to refocus its sales
efforts on markets less affected by the pandemic,
such as Latin America and Africa, which should
offset partially reduced sales in the European
Union, U.S., India and other big markets.

ZC Rubber held a groundbreaking ceremony
recently on a Phase III expansion of its car, truck
and industrial tyre plant in Rayong, Thailand. The
company did not disclose specifics of the
expansion, other than to say the groundbreaking
took place at the plant’s ‘all-steel tyre workshop.’

The company said it strives to ensure a safe
recovery of the production, and sanitizes factory
grounds and worker transportation shuttles
dai ly whi le also monitor ing workers’
temperatures daily as well. In terms of supply
chain disruptions, ZC Rubber maintained a good
relationship with raw materials suppliers to ensure
uninterrupted production. We will support our
distributors all over the world while facing the
challenge, and join together in a common
endeavor to fight against the virus.              

TTTTThailand companies to ghailand companies to ghailand companies to ghailand companies to ghailand companies to get a boostet a boostet a boostet a boostet a boostTTTTThailand companies to ghailand companies to ghailand companies to ghailand companies to ghailand companies to get a boostet a boostet a boostet a boostet a boost
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Rubber 2019 2018

Production

Natural Rubber (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet 314830 270840
Solid Block Rubber 73745 75130
Latex Concentrates (drc) 47555 48375
Others 14870 14655
Total 451000 409000

Synthetic Rubber (SR)
Styrene Butadiene 161912 162176
Poly Butadiene(BR) 84254 84424
Others  9827 3262
Total 255993 249862

Total NR & SR 706993 658862

Consumption*
Natural Rubber (NR)
Ribbed Smoked Sheet 326460 338725
Solid Block Rubber 359220 399445
Latex Concentrates (drc) 50290 60130
Others 17150 18160
Total 753120 816460

Synthetic Rubber (SR)
Styrene Butadiene (SBR) 241125 236620
Poly Butadiene(BR) 123225 133925
Others 73920 92475
Total 438270 463020

Total NR & SR 1191390 1279480
*: indigenous and imported

Reclaimed Rubber (RR)
Production @ 92625 95360
Consumption 92570 94380
Stock with Manufacturers 13360 12845
(End of November)
@: indigenous purchase by manufacturers

Import / Export
Import (p)
Natural Rubber 339247 422178
Synthetic Rubber 216755 223429
Total NR & SR 556002 645607

Export (p)
Natural Rubber 6458 3203
p:provisional

(Metric Tonnes)

(Source: Rubber Board)

RUBBER POSITIONRUBBER POSITION
During April - November

I  N  D  I  a  N

(In Lakh `.)

Export & Import of Rubber & Articles
thereof Under Chapter 40

(Source: Dept of Commerce)

HS Code Commodity Export Import
4001 NATURAL RUBBER BALATA GUTTAPERCHA

ETC & SMLR NATURAL GUMS IN
PRMRY FORMS/IN PLTS SHTS/STRP 10,386.98 399,794.75

 4002 SYNTHETIC RUBBER & FACTICE DERIVED FORM
OILS, IN PRIMARY FORMS OR IN PLATES,
SHEETS OR STRIP; MIXTURES OF ANY PRO  56,070.59 460,877.88

 4003 RECLAIMED RUBBER IN PRIMARY FORMS
OR IN PLATES, SHEETS OR STRIP  44,515.40 460.63

 4004 WASTE, PARINGS AND SCRAP OF RUBBER
(OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER) & POWDERS &
GRANULES OBTAINED THEREFROM 1,126.75 22,335.07

4005 COMPDED RUBBER UNVULCNSD IN
PRMRY FORMS/IN PLATES SHEETS/STRIP 11,966.38 92,895.04

4006 OTHER FORMS (FOR EXAMPLE, RODS, TUBES
& PROFILE SHAPES) & ARTICLES (FOR
EXAMPLE, DISCS & RINGS), OF
UNVULCANISED RUBBER 2,108.40 1,193.87

4007 VULCANISED RUBBER THREAD & CORD  3,375.18 4,369.47
4008 PLATS,SHTS,STRP,RODS & PROFILE SHAPES

OF VULCNSD RUBBER OTHR THN HARD RUBBER 54,558.15 17,304.53
4009 TUBES, PIPES AND HOSES, OF VULCANISED

RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER, WITH
OR WITHOUT THEIR FITTINGS (FOR EXAMPLE,  83,564.25 78,090.53

4010 CNVYR TRNSMSSN BLTS/BLTNG
OF VULCNSD RUBBER  73,599.11 50,595.90

4011 NEW PNEUMATIC TYRES, OF RUBBER  964,742.78 203,727.74
4012 RETREADED OR USED PNEUMATIC TYRES OF

RUBBER, SOLID OR CUSHION TYRES,
TYRE TREADS & TYRE FLAPS, OF RUBBER  28,164.10 6,647.12

4013 INNER TUBES, OF RUBBER  44,211.28 2,694.57
4014 HYGNC/PHRMCTL ARTCLS (INCL TEATS) OF

VALCNSD RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER
WTH/WITHOUT FITTINGS OF HARD RUBBER 37,191.66 10,617.04

4015 ARTCL OF APARL AND CLOTHING
ACCESSORIES (INCL. GLOVES, MITTENS
& MITTS) FOR ALL PURPOSE OF
VULCANISED RUBBER NOT HARD  26,456.37 62,952.57

4016 OTHER ARTICLES OF VULCANISED
RUBBER OTHER THAN HARD RUBBER 240,256.82 296,800.72

4017 HARD RUBBER (FOR EXAMPLE, EBONITE)
IN ALL FORMS, INCLUDING WASTE & SCRAP;
ARTICLES OF HARD RUBBER  1,463.14 1,871.10

Total 1683,757.33 1713,228.53

During April-December 2019
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(Prices in yen / kilogram)

Day Session (08:45 - 15:15)  As of 14th April 2020 16:03 JST

Trade Date: 14th April 2020

SCHEDULE

Exhibition

Conference

Month Last Setl. Price Open High Low Close Change Volume Settlement
April 2020 142.0 144.6 144.6 141.2 142.5 +0.5 97 142.5
May 2020 142.5 141.1 143.7 141.0 142.9 +0.4 35 142.9
June 2020 144.9 143.9 145.0 142.9 144.6 -0.3 32 144.6
July 2020 147.3 145.5 148.7 142.0 147.4 +0.1 108 147.4
August 2020 149.6 148.0 150.7 147.5 149.6 +0.0 318 149.6
September 2020 151.8 149.8 152.5 149.0 151.4 -0.4 1,397 151.4

Rubber & Tyre Vietnam
17 - 19 June 2020
At Ho Chi Minh City,
Vietnam.

GRTE 2020
8 - 10 July 2020
BITEC, Bangkok, Thailand.

China International Tire
& Wheel Fair
23 - 25 July 2020
At Qingdao International Convention
Center, PR China.

ChinaPlas 2020
3 - 6 August 2020
At NECC, Hongqiao,
Shanghai, PR China.

Tyrexpo Africa
4 - 6 August 2020
At Sandton Convention Centre,
Johannesburg, South Africa.

16th Global Rubber Conference
5 - 7 August 2020
At Grand Mercure Fortune,
Bangkok, Thailand.

China International Tire Expo
17 - 19 August 2020
At Shanghai, China.

Asia Pacific Tyre & Retread
Exhibition
20 - 22 August 2020
At Putra WTC, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia.

IIBT 2020
26 - 28 August 2020
At JIExpo Kemayoran,
Jakarta, Indonesia.

Survival of the
fittest

O n e  G o a l  T o  R e a c h

Improve your
Health & Stay

Fit & Fine.
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